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Detecting kernel rootkits from userland and uid>0

The idea: measuring the execution time of syscalls

- Unprivileged CPU instructions used to get ticks count
  - rdtsc on Intel
  - %tick on Sparc...
- A change in the execution time means the syscall has been changed => ALERT

The problem: IRQs, cache effects... => execution time is always different!

The solution: doing many measures then some statistical analysis
Timing can also be used for...

- Detecting userland rootkits and backdoors
  - Static ELF injection
  - Dynamic ELF injection (library call hijacking)
- Detecting Virtual Machines (honeypots? ;)
  - Tested on VMware, UML, QEmu...
- Detecting a debugging environment
  - Tested on strace, truss...
Time for Demo

- And don't forget to get up early tomorrow

- I speak at 9:00am

- Wake me at room 1630 if I don't show up :)